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Abstract� In the relatively large class of lipreading algorithms based on lip
contour analysis� lip contour extraction is the �rst step� This refers to the de�
tection of lip contour in the �rst frame of an audio�visual sequence� where no
initial prediction of the lip contour is available� This task is usually solved man�
ually or pseudo�automatically� requiring some manual human intervention� Past
attempts to contour extraction based on typical edge detection schemes failed in
the case of frontal gray level natural mouth images due to the weak contrast of
these images� The proposed approach for lip contour extraction is still based on
edge processing� but instead of using the edge magnitude� we process the edge
direction� Clear patterns of edge directions can be observed around the lip con�
tours� and noisy directions in the remaining areas� By using angular measures
for edge following� good results are obtained with little manual intervention�

� Introduction

A relatively large class of lip�reading algorithms are based on lip contour analysis�
Examples of such algorithms can be found in ����	� In these cases� lip contour extraction
is needed as the 
rst step� By lip contour extraction� we usually refer to the process of
lip contour detection in the 
rst frame of an audio�visual image sequence� Obtaining
the lip contour in subsequent frames is usually referred as lip tracking� While for lip
contour tracking there are well�developed techniques and algorithms to perform this
task automatically� in the case of lip contour extraction in the 
rst frame the things
are di�erent� This is a much more di�cult task than tracking� due to the lack of a good
a�priori information in respect to the mouth position in the image� the mouth size� the
approximate shape of the mouth� mouth opening� etc� So� while in lip contour tracking
we have a good initial estimate of the mouth contour from the previous frame� this
initial estimate is not always available for the 
rst frame� but it has to be produced by
some means�

Di�erent authors tried di�erent procedures to solve the extraction of a good lip
contour in the initial frame� Of course� the goal would be to solve this task automati�
cally� The most straight solution to lip contour extraction seems to be edge detection
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and�or region�based image segmentation�� These methods work indeed quite well in
pro
le images and even in frontal images if the speaker wears lipstick or re�ective
markers� However� in real mouth images� i�e� in frontal images recorded under natural
illumination conditions and without any arti
cial marking of the lips� especially when
these are gray level images� the above�mentioned techniques fail� due to the characteris�
tics of these images� low contrast in the skin�lip area and non�uniformity of luminance
inside the skin area�lip area ��	� ��	� In these cases� the solution adopted is based on
manual marking of more or less points on the lip contour or even on manual drawing
of the entire lip contour�� When a large number of points aprox� ������� are marked on
the lip contour ��	� ��	�� they are either used �as they are� to represent the lip contour
as for example in lip�reading based on Active Shape Models ��	 and Active Appearance
Models ��	�� When a small number of points e�g�� � � �� points� are marked on the lip
contour� an interpolation procedure between them is applied to obtain the entire lip
contour as for example B�splines ��	�� or these points are used to derive some geometric
model parameters for the lip contour as for example the widely used ellipsoidal model
��	� or parabolic model ��	�� In the latter case� the accuracy of lip contour extraction is
limited by the 
tness of the geometric model to the real lip contour� For example� in
the case of an asymmetric mouth image due let�s say to a displacement of the video
camera�� the geometric model�based lip contour representation might be di�erent from
the real lip contour� Such an example of mouth image is the one depicted in Figure �
from the Tulips� database��

Since achieving completely automatic lip contour extraction� without having avail�
able a 
rst good estimation of this contour� seems to be a very di�cult task in natural
gray level frontal mouth images� the solution adopted by the researchers so far consists
in the manual marking of some more or less� points on the lip contour� under these
circumstances� we aim�

�� to require as few manual marked points as possible� while

�� obtaining from these points a lip contour as similar as possible to the real one
without any geometric model constrains or limitations� if possible�

This is exactly what we propose to achieve with the approach described in this
paper� We focused our attention on the simple class of edge detection�based lip contour
extraction methods� but instead of using the edge magnitude� we examined the edge
direction in the frontal mouth images� and we observed that

�� the edge direction shows a certain pattern� piecewise�quasi�constant� on the lip
contour�

�� the same or similar patterns are not present neither inside the lip area� neither
inside the skin area� Instead� inside these areas we have �angular directional� noise��
i�e�� random and highly variable edge directions inside the same mouth image and
from one mouth image to another��

So� while we cannot distinguish the pixels belonging to lip contours in the edge
magnitude domain� we can di�erentiate them in the edge direction domain� which is
an angular data domain� Since in the literature there are reported rather powerful
mathematical tools for angular data processing ���	� we can make use of these tech�
niques for lip contour extraction based on the processing of the piecewise edge direction



patterns� This is exactly what we propose in this paper� the result being an algorithm
for lip contour extraction in frontal� gray level� natural mouth images�

However� due to the di�culty of describing the piecewise patterns on the contours
without any a�priori information available� we require from the human operator the
manual marking of start and end of each pattern on an �arti
cially created� color map
that represents the edge direction by the hue color component� The typical number
of points required to be marked is small �� points�� The contour extracted with the
proposed algorithm has good quality� according by the visual estimation by human
observers� In a future work� the algorithm will be made completely automatic� by
learning the directional patterns from a set of training mouth images and using the
learned patterns as initial criteria in edge following�

Fig� �� Example of an asymmetric mouth image from the Tulips	 database �	��

� HLS Color Maps of Edge Magnitude and Direction in the

Mouth Image Area

As brie�y stated in Section �� the proposed algorithm for lip contour extraction is based
on the processing of edge image information� mainly in the edge direction domain� Since
the mouth images are gray level images� the edges can be easy computed with almost
any edge detection scheme� Since the sophisticated edge detection methods mainly aim
at estimating as best as possible edge magnitude� and since we are mainly concerned
with edge direction processing� there is no need to use a high performance edge detec�
tor� simple techniques as gradient�based convolution masks will do� Therefore� in the
purpose of edge extraction� we choose the Sobel gradient masks� the horizontal mask
hx and the vertical mask hy�
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By convolving the �� � neighborhood of each pixel with hx and hy� we obtain the
horizontal gradient gx and the vertical gradient gy for the current pixel� From these we
can compute the edge magnitude� jgj� and edge direction� tan �g � thus describing the
edge property of the pixel as



jgj �
q
g�x � g�y

tan�g � gy�gx� ��

Furthermore� due to the fact that we will require from the human observer to manu�
ally mark the start and end point of each directional edge pattern along the lip contour�
we would need to have some meaningful visual mapping of the edge property of each
pixel� described by the pair jgj� tan �g�� When the edge property is described only
by its magnitude jgj� a gray level image provides a complete representation of the edge
map� When the edge property is described by a pair of values� we will need at least
two image components for a complete edge representation� The most straightforward
is to use a color image for edge mapping� Due to the angular nature of the edge direc�
tion� the simplest mapping is onto a color space that also has an angular component�
as for example the Hue�Luminance�Saturation HLS� color space� where the hue H is
represented as an angle� In this case� we will use the luminance component L to rep�
resent the edge magnitude thus maintaining the compatibility of representation with
the typical magnitude�only edge images�� The third component of the color space� i�e��
the saturation S� will not be used� so it is set for simplicity to maximum full saturated
colors in the color map�� The formulas for edge to HLS color space mapping are

L �
���� jgj

���
� L � ��� �	�

H � ��� �
�g
�

� ���� H � ��� ���	� ��

S �

�
� if L � �
� if L �� ��

Due to the general� low contrast of gray level mouth images� jgj has small values�
so the color map image is usually not very clear� To obtain a better representation
of the color map� an edge enhancement preprocessing step applied in jgj is desirable�
An example gray level frontal mouth image from the Tulips� database� with its corre�
sponding magnitude edge image� color map and pre�enhanced color map is shown in
Figure �� From this 
gure� it is rather easy to visually verify that� although the image
of edge magnitude is too poor to allow the extraction of the lip contour� this task is
possible on the color map� where the edge direction is represented by hue� due to the
appearance of some speci
c hue patterns corresponding to lip contour� Still� outside
these patterns and� to some extent� inside some of these lip contour patterns�� there
is some noise present� Reducing this noise by applying a lowpass 
lter in the angular
domain enhances the separability of the patterns around the lip contours�

In this purpose� we applied on the enhanced edge color map a ��D circular mean

lter in a �� � pixels window� as de
ned in ���	� The 
lter�s output yi�j is de
ned as
the sample mean direction of the set of �� � samples� and is given as the solution of
the equation ���	�



Fig� �� From left to right� the original mouth image� the corresponding edge magnitude image�
the pre�enhanced color map� the low�pass �ltered color map in directional domain�
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which leads to�

yi�j � arctan
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k���
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P�
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� ��

where xi�k�j�l are the hue values around the current pixel under processing� xi�j � on
the HLS color map prior to 
ltering� and yi�j is the hue value of the current pixel under
processing from the HLS color map� after the ��D circular mean 
ltering�

The window size of �� � was chosen on an experimental basis� by noticing that a
smaller window size ��� or ���� doesn�t 
lter properly the noise inside the lip region�
Even if this relatively large window size breaks to some extent the direction constancy
in some regions of the lip contour� this is not really a problem� being relatively easy
to solve by an appropriate choice of the cost function in the edge following algorithm�
The last image from Figure � shows an example of such a 
ltered HLS color map� This

ltered color map will be passed to human operator for manually marking of �� points�
corresponding to the start and end of � lip contour regions� as illustrated in Figure ��

� The Proposed Edge Direction Processing Scheme for Lip

Contour Extraction

In the previous section� we described the processing steps applied to the gray level
frontal mouth image� up to the point of obtaining the manual marked HLS color map



Fig� �� The manually marked HLS color map of edge magnitude and directions�

of edge magnitudes and directions� From this point forward� we will apply an edge
following algorithm inside each manually marked lip contour region de
ned by its
corresponding start point and end point� with an angular distance�based cost function�
which will be explained in detail in the next section� Finally� the remaining �gaps� in the
lip contour� due to the spatial di�erence between the manually marked end point of one
region and start point of the subsequent region� are 
lled by linear interpolation� This
is generally possible without large discontinuities in the lip contour obtained� because
these gaps are small� The resulting lip contour follows good the real lips outlines� but
is not very smooth� To improve this aspect of the lip contour extractor� we sample ��
equally horizontally spaced points on the extracted lip contour as in ��	� and then apply
a quadratic B�spline interpolation between these �� sampled contour points to obtain
the smoothed closed lip contour� as in ��	�

The processing steps leading to the HLS color map can be regarded somehow as
preprocessing steps� while the subsequent ones� leading to the actually extracted lip
contours� as processing ones�

� The Modi�ed Heuristic Directional Edge Following

Algorithm

Having available the HLS color map of the edge magnitude and direction with the six
di�erent areas of lip contour patterns manually marked on it� we use the edge direction
information from this map to obtain the almost closed� lip contour� To do this� we
apply an edge following algorithm�

The edge following algorithm proposed here is a version of the modi
ed heuristic
edge following algorithm given in ��	� The main particularity of our algorithm comes
from the speci
c of the edge information being �followed�� i�e�� directional data� As a
consequence� the cost function used in deciding the best path is computed based on
directional angular� di�erences� not on magnitude di�erences� Thus� instead of the
general cost function of the heuristic edge following algorithm�

Cx�� x�� � � � � xN � � �

NX
k��

jgxk�j� a

NX
k��

j�gxk�� �gxk���j� b

NX
k��

jgxk�� gxk���j

��



we use a cost function containing only the term corresponding to angular di�erences
between the current candidate pixel to be added to the path xN � and the previous pixel
in the path xN���� summed to the previously computed cost of the actual path� Cx��
x�� � � �� xN���� This cost function corresponds to the second term from the general cost
given by ��� just that� taking into account that we work in the angular data domain�
instead of using the linear di�erence of the angles given in ��� we use the circular
deviation between the two angles given in ���	� Using this angular measure� the cost
function of the proposed modi
ed heuristic edge following algorithm becomes�

Cx�� x�� � � � � xN � �

NX
k��

� � j� � j�gxk�� �gxk���jj� ��

The second di�erence of the proposed modi
ed heuristic edge following algorithm
compared to the one proposed in ��	 regards the search space for the next candidate of
the edge path� instead of using the �� � neighborhood of the last pixel in the path� we
can use� in each of the six lip contour regions currently under processing� the a�priori
information regarding the following direction on the lip contour i�e�� only from the
start point forward to the end point�� and this reduces the real possible candidates
space to a �� � neighborhood� with the orientation speci
c to each lip contour region�
as shown in Figure ��

Fig� �� The six � � � search neighborhoods� from left to right� NE neighborhood� SE neigh�
borhood� NE neighborhood� SE neighborhood� SW neighborhood� NW neighborhood�

Finally� after obtaining the piecewise extracted lip contour� we perform the lin�
ear interpolation between the six lip contour segments corresponding to the manually
marked regions�

The algorithm for lip contour extraction based on the proposed modi
ed heuristic
edge following in the angular directional� space can be summarized as follows�

START

� For each region r� r � �� � � � � ��
Do�
Step �� �Read� the starting point xr�� yr�� and the ending point xrN � yrN��

Step �� Select the directional � � � neighborhood of the region� denoted Mr� to be
used in the edge following algorithm�

Step �� Apply the heuristic edge following�
for rk�r�� rk � rn�rk���
Select�



xrk�argminj�Mr�xr�k���� Cxr��xr������xr�k����xrj�
where Cxr��xr������xr�k����xrj� is given by ���
� Obtain the closed lip contour by linear interpolation between� xrN �yrN �� and

x�r�����y�r������� for r � �� � � � � � and x�N �y�N�� and x���y����
END

� Experimental Results

The proposed lip contour extraction algorithm based on directional data processing
was tested on mouth images from the two most used databases in speechreading ex�
periments� Tulips� ���	 and M�VTS ���	�

The images from Tulips� database represent more di�cult testing data than the
ones from M�VTS� due to their lower contrast and more variable illumination of these
images� Due to this reason� most of the experiments for the veri
cation of our algorithm
were performed on images from Tulips��

For the experiments performed on Tulips� database� we selected �� mouth images�
showing as large variation as possible in respect to� degree of mouth opening� symme�
try�asymmetry of mouth image� mouth shape� lip�to�skin contrast� illumination� Based
on this criterion� we selected�

� three mouth images frames� of the subject Anthony�
� two mouth images frames� of the subject Cynthea�
� one mouth image frame� of the following subjects� Ben� Candace� Regina� George�

Oliver�
Although a quantitative evaluation of the precision of lip contour extraction would

be better� this would require all images to be labeled with the correct outline of the lips�
and this can be done only manually� In general� we don�t have this labeling available�
so most authors decide to judge the performance of lip contour extraction by visual
inspection ��	� Following the same methodology� we quali
ed visually the extracted lip
contour according to ��	� In every situation from our experiments� the extracted lip
contour was visually classi
ed as good� Some example images the original and the
extracted lip contour� are given in Figure ��

For the sake of comparison with the performance of other somehow similar� lip con�
tour extraction methods� we depicted a frontal speaker image from M�VTS database�
we selected manually the rectangular region of interest containing the mouth� and used
this ROI as input test image for our algorithm to perform outer lip contour extraction�
The result obtained was visually compared with the one reported by the Centre for
Vision� Speech and Signal Processing of the University of Surrey ���	� using manual
marking of �� points on the outer lip contour and B�splines to interpolate between
them� Although there are some di�erences in the two contours� the visual examination
of our result classi
es it as good� This result is given in Figure �� It has to be men�
tioned here that this small number of manually marked points is suitable for M�VTS
images� where the mouth area is small� but will not be enough for an accurate contour
interpolation in case of Tulips� images� which have bigger size� Instead� our method
allows sampling as many contour points as desired� without requiring more manually
labeled points on the lips�



Fig� �� Three outer lip contour extraction examples� for  subjects from Tulips database�

Fig� �� Outer lip contour extraction example for M�VTS database� From left to right� the
original mouth image� outer lip contour tracked with our algorithm� outer lip contour tracked
with B�splines�

� Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a new lip contour extraction solution for frontal� gray level�
mouth images� recorded under natural illumination conditions� without any arti
cial
marking of the lips� The proposed approach has the advantage of being computationally
very simple� requiring a small extent of human interaction� while providing a good
quality of the extracted lip contour� The primary information used is the edge direction
map of the original mouth image� interpreted as angular data� These angular data are
further processed making use of various measures from directional statistics� circular
mean direction� circular deviation between two angles� circular mean 
lters� Based on
these measures we de
ned a new modi
ed heuristic edge following algorithm for lip
contour extraction� the experimental results obtained proved the good functionality of
the algorithm�

Our future research will be oriented on automatic detection of angular lip contour
patterns present in the mouth image� taking into account the fact that the patterns
are mainly independent to the individual mouth image� This allow us to develop some



statistical models of these patterns� to be used in a statistical model�based search
procedure for lip contour extraction�
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